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Abstract: In this paper, we develop a variable-gain (VG) control strategy that allows for a
reference-dependent ‘bandwidth’ of the feedback controller. The proposed controller architecture
can achieve improved performance given time-varying, reference-dependent performance require-
ments compared to linear time-invariant control, which suffers from design trade-offs between
low-frequency tracking performance and sensitivity to higher-frequency disturbances. The VG
controller consists of frequency-domain loop-shaped linear filters and a VG element. The gain of
this element depends on reference information and determines the desired reference-dependent
bandwidth of the resulting controller. We present data-based frequency-domain conditions to
verify stability and convergence of the closed-loop system. The complete controller design process
and the ability of the ‘bandwidth-on-demand’ controller to outperform linear time-invariant
controllers are illustrated through experiments on an industrial nano-positioning motion system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing performance demands on speed, accuracy,
throughput, etc., of today’s high-precision motion systems
require them to operate under diverse modes of operation,
each related to a distinct set of performance requirements.
If this comes with the presence of multiple disturbance
sources, active in various frequency ranges, this poses a
challenging control design task. This is due to the fact
that the vast majority of controller designs techniques
employed in the scope of motion control generally relies
on classical linear control theory in which fundamental
design trade-offs are inherently present. Namely, increasing
the bandwidth of the controlled system improves the low-
frequency disturbance rejection properties, and, hence,
the tracking-performance, but due to the waterbed effect,
this also results in a larger sensitivity to higher-frequency
disturbances (i.e., around and/or above the bandwidth),
see, e.g., Seron et al. (1997). This fundamental trade-
off can already be challenging when just one mode of
operation is considered, but this is severely aggravated
when high performance is required in multiple modes of
operation because this generally means that the control
objectives vary over time, e.g., depend on the reference.
Due to fundamental limitations in linear time-invariant
(LTI) feedback control, the design of one LTI controller
typically requires a compromise between these conflict-
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ing design goals thereby limiting the overall performance
achievements of the controlled system.

In this paper, we propose a variable-gain (VG) control
strategy that allows for a reference-dependent, and thus
time-varying, ‘bandwidth’ of the feedback controller. By
taking on-line reference information into account, this
feature allows the controller to ‘anticipate’ on the re-
quired ‘bandwidth’ for each mode of operation. This al-
lows, contrary to LTI control, to deal with the conflicting
control objectives induced by reference-dependent domi-
nance of multiple disturbance sources that are acting in
various frequency ranges. The proposed controller consists
of frequency-domain loop-shaped linear filters and a VG
element, with its gain depending on reference information
and inducing the desired ‘bandwidth’ of the resulting
controller. The proposed controller structure supports the
design of all the linear components of the VG controller
configuration using well-known (frequency-domain) loop-
shaping techniques, see, e.g., Steinbuch and Norg (1998).
It therefore connects to the state-of-the-art industrial mo-
tion control setting, in which easy-to-measure frequency
response functions (FRFs) play an important role in the
controller design, e.g., by using frequency-domain loop-
shaping techniques. This is in contrast to many other
techniques that can deal with the considered trade-off,
such as linear parameter varying (LPV) control, see, e.g.,
Groot Wassink et al. (2005); Shamma and Athans (1991)
and switched controller design, see, e.g., Hespanha and
Morse (2002); Liberzon (2003), which require accurate
parametric models and LMI-based designs that are not
so easily embraced by control engineers in industry.

The concept of VG control has already been successfully
applied in numerous industrial applications to improve
the performance of (linear) motion systems, see, e.g.,
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Hunnekens et al. (2014); Zheng et al. (2005); van de
Wouw et al. (2008); Heertjes et al. (2009); Armstrong
et al. (2001). In fact, the use of VG control to target
similar LTI control design trade-offs as considered in this
paper, i.e., balancing trade-offs between low-frequency
tracking properties and sensitivity to higher-frequency
disturbances, has been considered in e.g., van de Wouw
et al. (2008); Heertjes et al. (2009). The novelty in our
approach lies in the fact that we couple this fundamental
trade-off to time-varying control objectives depending on
on-line reference information, which makes it possible to
design a time-varying controller with a ‘bandwidth-on-
demand’ characteristic.

Summarizing, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows. Firstly, a novel reference-dependent VG control
strategy is introduced that has a ‘bandwidth-on-demand’
characteristic. Secondly, graphical data-based conditions
to verify stability and convergence of the VG controlled
closed-loop system are presented. Thirdly, the entire de-
sign process and its potential to outperform LTI controllers
are experimentally demonstrated on an industrial case
study of a nano-positioning motion stage.

1.1 Nomenclature

The following notational conventions will be used. Let C, R
denote the set of complex and real numbers, respectively,
and Rn denote the space of n-dimensional vectors with the
standard Euclidean norm denoted by ‖ · ‖. The real part
of a complex variable z is denoted by Re(z). The Laplace
transform of a signal x : R≥0 → Rn is denoted by L{x}
and s ∈ C denotes the Laplace variable.

Moreover, let us make precise what is meant by bandwidth
given its prominent role in this paper. Consider therefore
the linear feedback control configuration in Fig. 1 with
linear plant P(s), s ∈ C, and a linear controller C(s). The
bandwidth ωb is defined as the frequency ω ∈ R+, where
the magnitude of the open-loop |P(jω)C(jω)| crosses 1
from above for the first time, see, e.g., Skogestad and
Postlethwaite (2005). By definition, bandwidth is a lin-
ear time-invariant (LTI) concept and, hence, does not
apply to our proposed time-varying control strategy. Nev-
ertheless, with abuse of definition, we will use the term
‘bandwidth’ in this paper (to indicate the bandwidth of
the linear controller underlying the proposed strategy)
but use quotation marks to avoid confusion with the LTI
case. Moreover, from this point onward we sometimes use
the terms ‘low-bandwidth/high-bandwidth’ controller to
denote a controller that results in a low/high bandwidth,
respectively.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

The nano-positioning motion system considered in this
paper is an experimental setup of a high-precision motion

P(s)−
r e

di

y

η

do

C(s)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a classical LTI feedback
controlled system.
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Fig. 2. Bode magnitude plot of the filter H(jω).

system that requires movements with velocities ranging
from standstill, to nanometers per second (nm/s), to even
millimeters per second (mm/s), all with (sub)nanometer
resolution. The nano-positioning motion system has sev-
eral key modes of operation, namely: (i) standstill, (ii)
constant velocities in a broad range, and (iii) fast (user-
operated) point-to-point movements. We will show that
due to the presence of multiple disturbance sources in
various frequency ranges (depending also on the mode of
operation), this results in conflicting control design trade-
offs when using LTI control.

2.1 Nano-positioning motion stage

The nano-positioning motion system is driven by piezo-
electric actuators, positioned on a vibration isolation table
and equipped with a 1st-order 100 Hz low-pass actuation
filter Pact(s) in the hardware to filter off high-frequency
actuator noise. Based on measured frequency response
functions, it is known that, firstly, the plant Pn(jω) be-
haves as a rigid-body system in the frequency range of
interest, and secondly, the presence of a significant, and
thus bandwidth-limiting, delay.

Consider Fig. 1, in which the plant is given by P(s) =
Pn(s)Pact(s). Based on identification 1 , the following dis-
turbances are acting on the system: Sensor noise η, mod-
eled as white noise with zero mean and variance λ2

η =

(10−9)2, actuator noise di,act modeled as white noise with

zero mean and variance λ2
di,act

= (
√
10−19)2, and peri-

odic impact disturbances di,p (induced by piezoelectric
actuators) that depend on the reference velocity v. More-
over, because the experimental nano-positioning motion
setup operates in a lab-environment instead of in its ded-
icated application, additional environmental disturbances
are emulated to recover the real situation in the appli-
cation as much as possible. Based on measurement data,
an output disturbance do,add = H(s)ε has been identified,
where the magnitude of H(jω) is depicted in Fig. 2 and
ε is normally distributed white noise with zero mean and
variance λ2

ε = (2 · 10−9)2.

2.2 Problem formulation

Let us now study the control design trade-off in a model-
based environment, in which Pn(s) represents a 2nd-order
LTI model identified based on measured FRF data. In

1 To protect the interests of the manufacturer, we can not provide
concrete information about the disturbance modeling and the ref-
erence velocities (and thus scheduling variables v to be introduced
later). For the same reason, most figures in this paper have either
been scaled or use blank axes in terms of units.
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max. bandwidth ωb ⇒

vc,1 = 0
vc,2 = 0.1v
vc,3 = 0.2v
vc,4 = 0.3v
vc,5 = 0.4v
vc,6 = 0.5v
vc,7 = 0.6v
vc,8 = 0.7v
vc,9 = 0.8v
vc,10 = 0.9v
vc,11 = v

Fig. 3. Mean square closed-loop error eMS , at various
constant reference velocities vc,i as a function of the
bandwidth ωb. The black dots denote the optimal
bandwidth ωb,opt,i for each vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11.

order to do so, a range of constant reference velocities
vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11, are created in the set vc,i ∈ [0, v],
and 21 LTI controllers Cj(s) are designed each having a
different bandwidth ωb,j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 21. These controllers
all consist of the same types of linear filters, namely a
lead filter, integrator and 2nd-order low-pass filter, and
are given by

Cj(s) = kp,j

{
s+ 2πfI,j

s

}{
1

2πfle1,j
s+ 1

1
2πfle2,j

s+ 1

}

×
{

1
1

(2πfl,j)2
s2 + 1

2πfl,j
s+ 1

}
, (1)

in which fle1,j = 1
4ωb,j , fle2,j = 4ωb,j , fI,j = 1

9ωb,j ,
fl,j = 6ωb,j , which all depend on the bandwidth ωb,j , j =
1, 2, . . . , 21. By shaping the gains kp,j to appropriate val-
ues, 21 controllers with different bandwidths ωb,j ∈ [5, 25]
Hz, j = 1, 2, . . . , 21, have been designed. By taking the per-
formance measure J as the mean square of the error, which
is given for an N × 1 vector e of measured error data by

eMS := 1
N

∑N
i=1 |ei|2, the performance as a function of the

bandwidth for each constant reference vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11,
is characterized and depicted in Fig. 3. This shows us that
the ‘optimal bandwidth’ ωb,opt,i increases for increasing
reference velocities vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11, which results in
an inevitable trade-off when using LTI control to design a
controller that should service all reference velocities.

3. REFERENCE-DEPENDENT VG CONTROL

In this section, a reference-dependent VG control strategy
with a ‘bandwidth-on-demand’ characteristic is proposed.

3.1 Description of the control configuration

The overall reference-dependent feedback control config-
uration as proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 4. It
consists of a standard LTI feedback controlled system,

Clbw(s) P(s)

F(s)α(v) −u

−
r e

di

y

Variable gain control part

Reference-dependent variable gain controller Cvg

η

do

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the reference-
dependent VG controlled system.

similar as in Fig. 1 (in which the nominal LTI controller
C(s) = Clbw(s)), augmented with an add-on variable gain
control part. This variable gain part of the total controller
Cvg consists of an LTI shaping filter F(s), and a time-
varying variable gain α(v(t)) depending on a scheduling
variable v(t), t ∈ R≥0, which is related to characteristics
of the reference signal. In this paper, and in particular in
Section 5, we will use the reference velocity as schedul-
ing variable, i.e., v(t) = ṙ(t), although other options are
imaginable as well. For instance, the variable gain could
depend on the reference position, i.e., v(t) = r(t), on
the acceleration, i.e., v(t) = r̈(t), etc. The process of
extracting the relevant information, e.g., v(t) = ṙ(t), from
the reference signal r is indicated by the dashed box in
Fig. 4. Note that for the particular choices mentioned,
the reference information is not required to be known in
advance. The variable gain element is given by a mapping
α : R → [0, ᾱ], where ᾱ ∈ R>0 denotes the maximum gain
value. Let us first consider the situation where α ∈ [0, ᾱ]
is a fixed gain, and study the following cases (α = 0 and
α ∈ (0, ᾱ]):

• If α = 0, we have a linear control scheme with linear
controller Cf

vg(s) = Clbw(s);
• For a fixed α ∈ (0, ᾱ], we have a linear control scheme
with controller

Cf
vg(s) = (1 + αF(s))Clbw(s). (2)

Remark 1. The reference-dependent VG controller re-
duces only to an LTI controller for fixed values of α.
Therefore, we denote it by Cf

vg(s) only when α is fixed,
and use Cvg with α(v(t)) varying over time otherwise.

The introduction of the variable gain element allows us to
deal with the conflicting design criteria as described in the
introduction and discussed in Section 2.2, i.e., preferring a
controller that results in a low bandwidth ωb over a con-
troller that results in a higher bandwidth ωb < ωb ≤ ωb,
or vise versa, depending on actual reference information.
In fact, by assigning α(v(t)) = 0 to the situation where a
low bandwidth is preferable, the user can loop-shape the
controller Clbw(s) such that the best possible performance
is obtained for this particular situation. On the other
hand, the proposed structure of the reference-dependent
VG controller Cvg allows that, by proper design of the
variable gain element α : R → [0, ᾱ] and the linear filter
F(s) (see below in Section 5.1), the ‘bandwidth’ ωb of the
VG controller Cf

vg(s) (for fixed values of α) will gradually
increase (and can take values in [ωb, ωb]) for increasing
values of α ∈ [0, ᾱ].

The system as in Fig. 4 belongs to the class of Lur’e-type
systems, see, e.g., Khalil (2000), as depicted schematically
in Fig. 5. Such systems consist of a linear dynamical part
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order to do so, a range of constant reference velocities
vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11, are created in the set vc,i ∈ [0, v],
and 21 LTI controllers Cj(s) are designed each having a
different bandwidth ωb,j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 21. These controllers
all consist of the same types of linear filters, namely a
lead filter, integrator and 2nd-order low-pass filter, and
are given by

Cj(s) = kp,j

{
s+ 2πfI,j

s

}{
1

2πfle1,j
s+ 1

1
2πfle2,j

s+ 1

}

×
{

1
1

(2πfl,j)2
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2πfl,j
s+ 1

}
, (1)

in which fle1,j = 1
4ωb,j , fle2,j = 4ωb,j , fI,j = 1

9ωb,j ,
fl,j = 6ωb,j , which all depend on the bandwidth ωb,j , j =
1, 2, . . . , 21. By shaping the gains kp,j to appropriate val-
ues, 21 controllers with different bandwidths ωb,j ∈ [5, 25]
Hz, j = 1, 2, . . . , 21, have been designed. By taking the per-
formance measure J as the mean square of the error, which
is given for an N × 1 vector e of measured error data by

eMS := 1
N

∑N
i=1 |ei|2, the performance as a function of the

bandwidth for each constant reference vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11,
is characterized and depicted in Fig. 3. This shows us that
the ‘optimal bandwidth’ ωb,opt,i increases for increasing
reference velocities vc,i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11, which results in
an inevitable trade-off when using LTI control to design a
controller that should service all reference velocities.

3. REFERENCE-DEPENDENT VG CONTROL

In this section, a reference-dependent VG control strategy
with a ‘bandwidth-on-demand’ characteristic is proposed.

3.1 Description of the control configuration

The overall reference-dependent feedback control config-
uration as proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 4. It
consists of a standard LTI feedback controlled system,

Clbw(s) P(s)

F(s)α(v) −u

−
r e

di

y

Variable gain control part

Reference-dependent variable gain controller Cvg

η

do

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the reference-
dependent VG controlled system.

similar as in Fig. 1 (in which the nominal LTI controller
C(s) = Clbw(s)), augmented with an add-on variable gain
control part. This variable gain part of the total controller
Cvg consists of an LTI shaping filter F(s), and a time-
varying variable gain α(v(t)) depending on a scheduling
variable v(t), t ∈ R≥0, which is related to characteristics
of the reference signal. In this paper, and in particular in
Section 5, we will use the reference velocity as schedul-
ing variable, i.e., v(t) = ṙ(t), although other options are
imaginable as well. For instance, the variable gain could
depend on the reference position, i.e., v(t) = r(t), on
the acceleration, i.e., v(t) = r̈(t), etc. The process of
extracting the relevant information, e.g., v(t) = ṙ(t), from
the reference signal r is indicated by the dashed box in
Fig. 4. Note that for the particular choices mentioned,
the reference information is not required to be known in
advance. The variable gain element is given by a mapping
α : R → [0, ᾱ], where ᾱ ∈ R>0 denotes the maximum gain
value. Let us first consider the situation where α ∈ [0, ᾱ]
is a fixed gain, and study the following cases (α = 0 and
α ∈ (0, ᾱ]):

• If α = 0, we have a linear control scheme with linear
controller Cf

vg(s) = Clbw(s);
• For a fixed α ∈ (0, ᾱ], we have a linear control scheme
with controller

Cf
vg(s) = (1 + αF(s))Clbw(s). (2)

Remark 1. The reference-dependent VG controller re-
duces only to an LTI controller for fixed values of α.
Therefore, we denote it by Cf

vg(s) only when α is fixed,
and use Cvg with α(v(t)) varying over time otherwise.

The introduction of the variable gain element allows us to
deal with the conflicting design criteria as described in the
introduction and discussed in Section 2.2, i.e., preferring a
controller that results in a low bandwidth ωb over a con-
troller that results in a higher bandwidth ωb < ωb ≤ ωb,
or vise versa, depending on actual reference information.
In fact, by assigning α(v(t)) = 0 to the situation where a
low bandwidth is preferable, the user can loop-shape the
controller Clbw(s) such that the best possible performance
is obtained for this particular situation. On the other
hand, the proposed structure of the reference-dependent
VG controller Cvg allows that, by proper design of the
variable gain element α : R → [0, ᾱ] and the linear filter
F(s) (see below in Section 5.1), the ‘bandwidth’ ωb of the
VG controller Cf

vg(s) (for fixed values of α) will gradually
increase (and can take values in [ωb, ωb]) for increasing
values of α ∈ [0, ᾱ].

The system as in Fig. 4 belongs to the class of Lur’e-type
systems, see, e.g., Khalil (2000), as depicted schematically
in Fig. 5. Such systems consist of a linear dynamical part
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e = Cx+Dww

ϕ(v, e)
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w

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of a Lur’e-type descrip-
tion of the reference-dependent VG controlled system.

in feedback with with a time-varying, but memoryless,
variable gain element given (in this case) by ϕ(v(t), e).
Consider therefore Fig. 5, in which the linear part is given
by

L{e} = Geu(s)L{u}+ Gew(s)L{w}, (3)

where the external inputs are denoted by w = [r d�]� ∈
Rnw , with reference input r ∈ R and a vector d =
[d�i d�o η]� ∈ Rnd containing the external disturbances.
In (3), the transfer function between ‘input’ u and ‘output’
e, see Fig. 5, is given by

Geu(s) = F(s)
P(s)Clbw(s)

1 + P(s)Clbw(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:T (s)

, (4)

in which T (s) represents the complementary sensitivity
function, and the transfer function between the external
inputs w and e is given by

Gew(s) = [S(s) −Sp(s) −S(s) −S(s)] , (5)

in which S(s) and Sp(s) represent the sensitivity and
process sensitivity function, respectively. The closed-loop
dynamics can be represented in state-space form as

ẋ = Ax+Bu+Bww (6a)

e = Cx+Dww (6b)

u = −ϕ(v, e) (6c)

with state x ∈ Rnx , (A,B,C) minimal such that Geu(s) =
C(sI−A)−1B, and Gew(s) = C(sI−A)−1Bw+Dw with I
an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. Finally, the
variable gain in Fig. 5 depends on the reference via

ϕ(v, e) = α(v)e, (7)

for all v ∈ R and e ∈ R.

4. DATA-BASED STABILITY CONDITIONS

In this section, we present data-based graphical conditions
to verify stability and convergence (Demidovich (1961);
Pavlov et al. (2006)) of the closed-loop system (6) with
variable gain ϕ(v, e) given by (7) for every α : R → [0, ᾱ]
and any choice of scheduling variable v. Let us therefore
provide a formal definition of a convergent system by
considering a general nonlinear system description of the
form

ẋ = f(x,w, t) (8)

with state x ∈ Rnx and input w ∈ Rnw . The function
f(x,w, t) is locally Lipschitz in x, continuous in w and
piecewise continuous in t. Moreover, the inputs w(t) are
assumed to be piecewise continuous functions of time
defined for all t ∈ R.
Definition 2. Demidovich (1961); Pavlov et al. (2006) Sys-
tem (8) is said to be

• convergent if there exists a solution x̄w(t) such that

(i) x̄w(t) is defined for all t ∈ R and bounded for all
t ∈ R,

(ii) x̄w(t) is globally asymptotically stable;
• exponentially convergent if it is convergent and x̄w(t)
is globally exponentially stable.

In Definition 2, the solution x̄w(t) (which depends on the
input w(t)) denotes the steady-state solution of the system
(8). It states that any solution of a convergent system
converges to a bounded steady-state solution, independent
of its initial conditions. For exponentially convergent sys-
tems, this steady-state solution is also unique, see Pavlov
et al. (2006). Being able to ensure convergence of the VG
controlled system (6), (7) is advantageous from a stability,
a performance and a design point-of-view. Namely, con-
vergence implies, firstly, stability for any reference and
disturbance realization and, secondly, the existence of a
unique steady-state solution. The latter property allows
for a unique steady-state performance evaluation in the
presence of disturbances, and, as such, it also results in
an easier design and tuning of the VG controller Cvg.
The following conditions are sufficient to establish that
a system of the form (6), (7) is exponentially convergent.

Theorem 3. Consider system (6) with variable gain ϕ(v, e)
given by (7), in which α : R → [0, ᾱ] for all t ∈ R for some
ᾱ ∈ R>0. Suppose that

(I) The system matrix A is Hurwitz;
(II) The frequency response function Geu(jω) as in (4)

satisfies
1

ᾱ
+Re(Geu(j∞)) > 0, (9)

and
1

ᾱ
+Re(Geu(jω)) > 0 for all ω ∈ R. (10)

Then, system (6), (7) is exponentially convergent.

Remark 4. Condition (I) of Theorem 3 will be satisfied
by proper controller design of Clbw(s). This is due to the
fact that if the open-loop P(s)Clbw(s) satisfies the Nyquist
stability criterion, see, e.g., Skogestad and Postlethwaite
(2005), the complementary sensitivity function T (s) has
all its poles located in the complex left half plane (LHP).
In addition, if the shaping filter F(s) is designed such that
it has no unstable poles, the transfer function Geu(s) as in
(4) will have all its poles located in the LHP as well. As
a result, the system matrix A of (6) will be a Hurwitz
matrix. Moreover, note that for many motion systems
Geu(jω) → 0 for ω → ∞, resulting in condition (9) being
satisfied automatically. Nevertheless, satisfying (10) is not
trivial and generally requires the design and tuning of an
appropriate shaping filter F(s).

5. CASE-STUDY ON AN INDUSTRIAL
NANO-POSITIONING MOTION SYSTEM

In this section, we design a reference-dependent VG con-
troller for the nano-positioning motion system as discussed
in Section 2.1. Due to space reasons, we only briefly com-
ment on the design and refer to van Loon (2016) for more
details.

5.1 Design of a reference-dependent VG controller

The total design process comprises the following steps:
Step 1: Design of an LTI low-bandwidth and high-
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− 1
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Fig. 6. Nyquist diagram for Geu(jω) as in (4) with shaping
filter F(s) as in (12), showing that the circle criterion
conditionRe(F(jω)T (jω)) > − 1

ᾱ , is met for all ω ∈ R
with ᾱ = 29.

bandwidth controller Clbw(s) and Chbw(s), respectively.
Based on Fig. 3, we select the desired low bandwidth
ωb as ωb = mini=1,2,...,n ωb,opt,i = 5 Hz and design the
corresponding LTI controller Clbw(s). The LTI controller
Chbw(s) is designed such that the highest achievable band-
width ωb is obtained under sufficient robustness margins,
resulting in a controller that achieves a bandwidth of
ωb = 20 Hz.

Step 2: Design the linear filter F(s) and determine the
maximum allowable gain ᾱ.
In this step we will design F(s) and ᾱ with the aim to vary
the ‘bandwidth’ ωb of the resulting controller Cvg on-line
in the set [5, 20], depending on the scheduling variables
v. The control architecture of the proposed VG controller
as in Fig. 4 results in Cf

vg(s) = Clbw(s) for the limit case
α = 0. For the other limit case, α = ᾱ, we aim to design
F(s), and determine ᾱ, such that

(1 + ᾱF(s))Clbw(s) ≈ Chbw(s), (11)

which results in the filter

F(s) =

{ 1
2π26s+ 1
1

2π105s+ 1

}{ 1
2π30s+ 1
1

2π110s+ 1

}2 { 1
2π6s+ 1
1

2π0.5s+ 1

}

×
{

1
(2π26.5)2 s

2 + 2·0.85
2π26.5s+ 1

1
(2π80)2 s

2 + 2·1.3
2π80s+ 1

}
. (12)

Based on the circle criterion condition (10), the maximal
gain is selected as ᾱ = 29, thereby allowing for some
robustness margin, see Fig. 6, which shows that the solid
red line stays on the right of the dashed-red line with
some margin. Once the circle criterion condition (10) has
been verified, i.e., Re(Geu(jω)) > − 1

29 for all ω ∈ R,
and realizing that Geu(jω) → 0 for ω → ∞, condition
(II) of Theorem 3 is satisfied. In order to verify condi-
tion (I), note that the low-bandwidth controller Clbw(s)
is designed such that the open-loop Pn(s)Pact(s)Clbw(s)
satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion, see, e.g., Skogestad
and Postlethwaite (2005). Since the shaping filter F(s) has
no unstable poles, we also satisfy condition (I) of Theorem
3, see Remark 4. Hence, we can conclude that all conditions
of Theorem 3 are being satisfied, which guarantees that
the designed reference-dependent VG controlled system
is exponentially convergent, independent of how the gain
α(v(t)) ∈ [0, 29], t ∈ R≥0, varies over time.
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Fig. 7. The relationship between the reference velocity v
(represented in % of v) and α.

Step 3: Design the ‘reference-to-gain’ mapping α : [v, v] →
[0, 29].
The last step in the design of a reference-dependent VG
controller Cvg is to design the mapping α : [v, v] → [0, 29],
which for this cases study results in Fig. 7.

5.2 Experimental results

Let us start with presenting the results of the performance
analysis of the measured steady-state error e, depicted in
Fig. 8. The analysis is performed for constant reference
velocities v(t) = vc, for all t ∈ R≥0, using the two
linear controllers Clbw(s) and Chbw(s) and the reference-
dependent VG controller Cf

vg(s) as in (2) for different fixed
values of α ∈ [0, 29]. Note that for each velocity vc there
exists a corresponding optimal α ∈ [0, 29], see Fig. 7. Let
us first focus on low velocities vc in the range [0, 0.1v], see
the zoom plot in Fig. 8. Clearly, in this range both the
low-bandwidth controller Clbw(s) as well as the reference-
dependent VG controller Cf

vg(s) perform better than the
high-bandwidth controller Chbw(s) as their mean square
error eMS is significantly lower (at vc = 0) or, at worst,
(approximately) equal (at vc = 0.1v). At standstill, we
achieve (approximately) the same performance with the
VG controller Cf

vg(s) (with α = 0) as for Clbw(s), while
compared to Chbw(s), the performance is deteriorated by
∼ 66%. This is due to the fact that for this case, the
disturbances do,add, di,a and η are being dominant, which
are more amplified in the high-bandwidth situation.

Fig. 8 also demonstrates that the higher the reference
velocity vc, the more beneficial it is to have a higher
bandwidth controller. This is due to the fact that for
increasing reference velocities the periodic disturbance dp
due to the piezo-electric actuator becomes more influential
and eventually dominant over do,add, di,a and η. The effect
of this disturbance is suppressed by increasing the gain α
and, as a result, the increasing ‘bandwidth’ ωb of the VG
controller Cvg. With this in mind, let us now focus in Fig.
8 on the velocities vc in the range [0.1v, v]. As expected,
the low-bandwidth controller Clbw(s) performs worst, since
its bandwidth of 5 Hz is too low to suppress the periodic
impact disturbances dp caused by the piezo actuators.
The high-bandwidth controller Chbw(s) and our reference-
dependent VG controller Cf

vg(s) show an approximately
similar performance, which is superior compared to that
of Clbw(s).
The previous results were obtained for constant reference
velocities, resulting in fixed values of α and, hence, a
comparison between Clbw(s) and Chbw(s) with a linear
controller Cf

vg(s). However, it is ultimately more important
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Fig. 6. Nyquist diagram for Geu(jω) as in (4) with shaping
filter F(s) as in (12), showing that the circle criterion
conditionRe(F(jω)T (jω)) > − 1

ᾱ , is met for all ω ∈ R
with ᾱ = 29.

bandwidth controller Clbw(s) and Chbw(s), respectively.
Based on Fig. 3, we select the desired low bandwidth
ωb as ωb = mini=1,2,...,n ωb,opt,i = 5 Hz and design the
corresponding LTI controller Clbw(s). The LTI controller
Chbw(s) is designed such that the highest achievable band-
width ωb is obtained under sufficient robustness margins,
resulting in a controller that achieves a bandwidth of
ωb = 20 Hz.
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(1 + ᾱF(s))Clbw(s) ≈ Chbw(s), (11)

which results in the filter

F(s) =

{ 1
2π26s+ 1
1

2π105s+ 1

}{ 1
2π30s+ 1
1

2π110s+ 1

}2 { 1
2π6s+ 1
1

2π0.5s+ 1

}

×
{

1
(2π26.5)2 s

2 + 2·0.85
2π26.5s+ 1

1
(2π80)2 s

2 + 2·1.3
2π80s+ 1

}
. (12)

Based on the circle criterion condition (10), the maximal
gain is selected as ᾱ = 29, thereby allowing for some
robustness margin, see Fig. 6, which shows that the solid
red line stays on the right of the dashed-red line with
some margin. Once the circle criterion condition (10) has
been verified, i.e., Re(Geu(jω)) > − 1

29 for all ω ∈ R,
and realizing that Geu(jω) → 0 for ω → ∞, condition
(II) of Theorem 3 is satisfied. In order to verify condi-
tion (I), note that the low-bandwidth controller Clbw(s)
is designed such that the open-loop Pn(s)Pact(s)Clbw(s)
satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion, see, e.g., Skogestad
and Postlethwaite (2005). Since the shaping filter F(s) has
no unstable poles, we also satisfy condition (I) of Theorem
3, see Remark 4. Hence, we can conclude that all conditions
of Theorem 3 are being satisfied, which guarantees that
the designed reference-dependent VG controlled system
is exponentially convergent, independent of how the gain
α(v(t)) ∈ [0, 29], t ∈ R≥0, varies over time.
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Step 3: Design the ‘reference-to-gain’ mapping α : [v, v] →
[0, 29].
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its bandwidth of 5 Hz is too low to suppress the periodic
impact disturbances dp caused by the piezo actuators.
The high-bandwidth controller Chbw(s) and our reference-
dependent VG controller Cf

vg(s) show an approximately
similar performance, which is superior compared to that
of Clbw(s).
The previous results were obtained for constant reference
velocities, resulting in fixed values of α and, hence, a
comparison between Clbw(s) and Chbw(s) with a linear
controller Cf
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Fig. 8. Performance measure of the measured steady-state
error e of the nano-motion system for 20 constant
velocities vc in the range [0, v] (in % of v).
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to compare the behavior for time-varying velocity profiles,
which is depicted in Fig. 9. This figure shows the time-
domain error behavior for a constant acceleration, starting
from v(t) = 0 until we move at v(t) = v for approximately
5 sec, and then moving back to v(t) = 0. Indeed, as
indicated in Fig. 9, the performance using Cvg for low
velocities is comparable with using Clbw(s) (see the zoom
at the end of the setpoint), while for high velocities the
performance of Cvg is similar to Chbw(s). This demonstrates
that the proposed reference-dependent VG controller Cvg
is able to deal with reference-dependent conflicting control
design trade-offs. In fact, the experiments show that the
VG controller Cvg can achieve ‘the best of both worlds’,
referring to preferring a controller that results in a low
bandwidth ωb over a controller that results in a high
bandwidth ωb, or vise versa, depending on the actual
reference information.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel reference-dependent
variable-gain control strategy that allows for a varying
‘bandwidth’ of the feedback controller in order to deal
with reference-dependent conflicting control design trade-
offs between low-frequency tracking and high-frequency
noise suppression. We showed that most of the design steps
involve the usage of frequency-domain loop-shaping tools.
This favorable design feature, together with graphical
data-based conditions to verify stability and convergence

of the variable gain controlled closed-loop system, makes
the analysis and design intuitive for control engineers and,
as such, connects to the industrial control engineering
practice. The design framework has been applied to an
industrial nano-positioning motion system with diverse
modes of operation. It has been experimentally demon-
strated that the proposed reference-dependent variable-
gain controller indeed has the ability to outperform (fixed
bandwidth) linear time-invariant controllers.
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